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BAASS Bridge Tool

Over the years, organizations have adopted best-of-breed applications to manage aspects of their operations.
Although well suited for the functional need, they create challenges by not being integrated to the back-oﬃce
(accounting) system. These include lack of controls, duplicate data entry and input errors.
To address these issues, BAASS has developed a system interface called the BAASS Bridge. The BAASS Bridge reads
the source system or transactional output ﬁle, maps it to a compatible Sage 300 ERP format and creates a transaction
batch for processing.
Today, most ERP systems allow you to import transaction ﬁles into their system. The challenge lies with mapping the
ﬁelds correctly, imposing required business rules and automating the process. This usually requires expensive custom
development.

How it Works
The BAASS Bridge is installed in your environment and
allows your system to automatically read source
transactions files and convert them into transactions
batches for the appropriate sub-ledger within Sage 300
ERP (GL, AR and AP). No more manual data entry is
required and the system ensures data integrity by using
the Sage 300 ERP API and business logic.
BAASS Bridge has also been implemented to integrate
with other products such as Ceridian Payroll, ADP
Payroll, Payworks and BambooHR. BAASS Bridge is
continuously being enhanced based on client requests
and feedback. More connectors for other modules and
sub-systems are a part of our ongoing development
roadmap.
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BAASS Bridge Tool
Business Rules

Depending on the type of transactions occurring, business rules (logic) may be required to ensure the integrity of the
data. Examples include master ﬁle adds/updates, populating mandatory ﬁelds (in absence from source system),
establishing ﬁeld defaults and data manipulation or ﬁeld transformation (i.e. truncation).

Automation

BAASS provides two options for automating the integration process. The standard process allows the user to initiate
the integration on demand. BAASS also provides a fully automated integration (optional) which can be conﬁgured to
occur at any time of the day or night. Either way, once the ﬁle has been processed, it is stored in a deﬁned location
along with the Error Log.

User Intervention

If user intervention is required during the process, the source ﬁle is converted to a MS Excel format and the BAASS
Excel Bridge is used to facilitate the manipulation of data and to complete the integration process.
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